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1Time sub-optimal nonlinear PI and
PID controllers applied to
longitudinal headway car control
Minh-Duc Hua, Claude Samson
Abstract
Simple nonlinear PI and PID controllers combining time-(sub)optimality with linear control robust-
ness and anti wind-up properties are presented. For illustration purposes, the proposed PID solution is
applied to the longitudinal headway control of a vehicle following another vehicle.
Keywords
Time (sub)-optimal control; Nonlinear PI, PID; Anti wind-up; Conditional integrator; Nested satu-
ration; Longitudinal headway car control.
I. Introduction
Proportional-integral (PI) and proportional-integral-derivative (PID) controllers are at
the heart of control engineering practice and, owing to their relative simplicity and satis-
factory performance for a wide range of processes, have become the standard controllers
used by industry. Following an estimation of [5], perhaps only 5-10% of man-implemented
control loops cannot be controlled by single-input single-output (SISO) PI or PID con-
trollers. However, this widespread usage also goes with numerous problems due to either
poor tuning practice or limited capabilities o®ered by standard PI-PID schemes. These
problems have in turn periodically revived the interest from the academic research com-
munity in order to work out complementary explanations and solutions [1], [10]. In
particular, a well-known source of degradation of performance is the occurrence of control
saturation, when the boundedness of the \physical" control that can be applied to the
system under consideration is no longer compatible with the application of the (theoreti-
cally unbounded) calculated control value. This has the consequence of invalidating the
performance index established on the assumption of linearity of the controlled system,
and can give rise to various undesired (and unnecessary) e®ects such as multiple bounc-
ing between minimal and maximal values of the control, and important overshoots of the
regulated error variables. The so-called integrator wind-up phenomenon, which worsens
the overshoot problem and the reduction of which still motivates various research studies
[1], [12], is also commonly presented as a consequence of control saturation combined with
the integral action incorporated in the control law in order to compensate for unknown
(slowly varying) additive perturbations.
Compared to the already huge corpus of studies devoted to PI and PID controllers,
the present paper has the limited ambition of proposing new nonlinear versions of these
controllers that attempt to combine the constraints of control saturation with i) the
objective of optimizing the control action in order to reduce the size of initially large
tracking errors as fast as possible, and ii) the design of integral action terms with limited
wind-up e®ects. The former issue is close to the line of research on \proximate" time-
optimal for linear systems admitting closed-form time-optimal solutions [15], [9], [11].
The present study is restricted to the simplest ¯rst and second order linear systems.
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2In particular, continuous nonlinear proportional (P) and proportional-derivative (PD)
state feedbacks, which depend continuously on an extra-parameter whose convergence to
in¯nity yields the discontinuous time-optimal controls for these systems, will be derived
and will form the cores of the nonlinear PI and PID controllers proposed subsequently. As
for the latter issue, it is related to the work on anti-windup and \conditional integrators"
as exempli¯ed in [6], [12]. The present work is also related to the theme of bounded
control design based on the use of nested saturation functions [13], [7], [14], with the
same concern of proving global asymptotic stability of the desired set-point, but with a
di®erent way of designing the control solutions. In the second part of the paper, the
proposed nonlinear PID controller is applied to the longitudinal headway control of a car
following a leader. The reason for choosing this application is its good ¯t with the design
constraints and objectives imposed on the control and its performance; namely i) the
existence of di®erent bounds on the car's acceleration and deceleration capabilities, ii)
control e®ectiveness in terms of time of convergence to the desired inter-distance between
the two vehicles, iii) absence of bouncing transients {for the comfort of the passengers,
fuel economy, and reduced wear-o® of mechanical parts{, and iv) very small overshoot
in order to avoid collisions with the leader. This type of application has also motivated
numerous studies in the last two decades, see for instance [3], [16], [8] among many other
contributions. The results here presented are based on a simple model of the system's
dynamics which would obviously call for several re¯nements of practical relevance, and
they by no means aim at covering the subject in depth. The purpose is just to point out
a novel and simple PID solution which basically addresses the same issues as in [3], with
the economy of a switching strategy, and that experts on the subject might consider in
the future.
II. Recalls: time-optimal controls (TOC) for first-order and
second-order integrators and continuous feedback approximations
A. First-order system
Let M > 0 and m < 0 denote two real numbers. In what follows satMm denotes the
saturation function de¯ned on R by
satMm (x) =
8<: M x ¸Mx if x 2]m;M [
m x · m
(1)
To simplify the notation, we will write satM(x) instead of satM¡M(x) whenm+M = 0. The
results described in this paper could in fact be adapted to a more general class of saturation
functions, including those based on the use of tanh. De¯ne also the discontinuous signMm
function as follows
signMm (x) =
8<: M x ¸ 00 if x = 0
m x · 0
(2)
One remarks that signMm (¢) = limk!+1 satMm (k¢). Consider the ¯rst order integrator
_x = u ; (3)
with the control variable u such that m · u ·M . The TOC associated with this system
that takes x to zero in minimal time can be written as
u(x) = signMm (¡x) :
3Due to the discontinuity at the desired set-point, this is not a good feedback law. Indeed,
even though it theoretically stabilizes x = 0 asymptotically (when considering solutions
of the controlled system de¯ned in the sense of Filippov, for instance), it is excessively
sensitive to measurement noise and chattering, and its discretization systematically ren-
ders the origin unstable. A continuous approximation of this optimal control, endowed
with better robustness properties around the origin, is given by
u(x) = satMm (¡kp x); kp > 0 ; (4)
with the approximation improving uniformly (in terms of reaching a given small neigh-
borhood of x = 0 from any initial condition) by increasing the value of kp. Locally, near
the origin, this latter control is equal to the proportional feedback law
u(x) = ¡kpx :
It thus locally inherits the properties of this linear feedback control, whereas it approx-
imates the TOC when the \error" x is initially large. In practice, the gain kp can be
tuned according to Linear Control Theory rules, typically in relation to control sampling,
measurement noise, and additive perturbation issues addressed by control performance
and robustness analyses.
B. Second-order system
Consider now the second-order integrator
Äx = u ; (5)
with the same bound constraints as previously, i.e. m · u ·M . Set
sa(x; _x) =
8>>>><>>>>:
x+
_xj _xj
2a
x+
_xj _xj
2a
6= 0
_x if x+
_xj _xj
2a
= 0 ; x2 + _x2 6= 0
0 x+
_xj _xj
2a
= 0 ; x2 + _x2 = 0
The TOC associated with this system that takes x to zero in minimal time can be written
as (see, e.g., [2], [4])
u(x; _x) = signMm (¡sa(x; _x)) ; with a =
½
M if x ¸ 0
¡m if x < 0
a simpli¯cation of which is
u(x; _x) = signMm
µ
¡
µ
x+
_xj _xj
2a
¶¶
; with a =
½
M if x ¸ 0
¡m if x < 0
This feedback law is discontinuous at points (x; _x) where x + _xj _xj
2a
= 0 (a = M;¡m),
and also on the line x = 0. It is in particular discontinuous at the desired equilibrium
(x; _x) = (0; 0). In order to ensure continuity at this point one may consider the following
approximation:
u(x; _x) = satMm
µ
¡kp
µ
x+
_xj _xj
2a
¶¶
; with a =
½
M if x ¸ 0
¡m if x < 0
4where kp > 0 plays the role of a \proportional gain". Going further in this direction, an
approximation which is continuous everywhere is given by
u(x; _x) = satMm
µ
¡kp
µ
x+
_xj _xj
2a(x; ")
¶¶
; (6)
with
a(x; ") =
M ¡m
2
+
M +m
2
sat1
³x
"
´
; (7)
and " a (small) positive number. Note that a(x; ") is constant and equal to M in the
classical case when M +m = 0. Now, a shortcoming of the above approximations is that
they do not yield a (local) rate of convergence uniformly as fast as exponential, due to
the quadratic velocity correction term involved in the time-optimal feedback law. This
issue can be taken care of by adding a complementary linear velocity term as follows
u(x; _x) = satMm
µ
¡kp
µ
x+
_xj _xj
2a(x; ")
¶
¡ satl(kv _x)
¶
; (8)
with l > 0 bounding the interval on which this linear term is the most active, and kv > 0
playing the role of a \derivative gain". Indeed, the linear approximation of the above
feedback at the desired equilibrium (x = 0; _x = 0) is the classical PD controller
u(x; _x) = ¡kpx¡ kv _x ;
whose proportional and derivative gains, kp and kv, can be determined by applying classi-
cal rules of Linear Control Theory. For instance, for the double integrator system Äx = u,
the choice kv = 2
p
kp yields two closed-loop poles equal to ¡
p
kp and ensures a critically-
damped response with no overshoot. As for the choice of the parameter l, it corresponds
to a compromise between (local) robustness (as provided by a linear PD feedback) and
performance when starting far away from the desired equilibrium (as provided by the time-
optimal nonlinear control). In [9], Newman studied the particular case where M +m = 0
and, by considering a sliding-mode formulation, derived a nonlinear PD controller which
is essentially the same as (8).
C. Stability and convergence
Let us analyze the stability and convergence properties associated with the time sub-
optimal controller (4) (resp. (8)) applied to the ¯rst-order integrator system (3) (resp.
second-order integrator system (5)). From the fact that the linear approximations of these
controllers coincide with classical P and PD feedbacks one can already deduce that they
are local exponential stabilizers. The following lemmas points out that they are in fact
global asymptotic stabilizers. In particular, in Lemma 1 we study the case where the
function a(¢; ¢) involved in the controller (8) is chosen constant positive. Then, in Lemma
2 the more di±cult case with the function a(¢; ¢) de¯ned by (7) is analyzed.
Lemma 1 The nonlinear proportional feedback control (4) globally asymptotically stabi-
lizes x = 0 for the ¯rst-order integrator system (3).
With a(¢; ¢) chosen constant positive, the nonlinear proportional{derivative feedback con-
trol (8) globally asymptotically stabilizes (x; _x) = (0; 0) for the second-order integrator
system (5).
5Proof: The proofs of both lemma's statements is obtained by applying classical Lyapunov
function techniques. For the ¯rst-order case, consider the function de¯ned by V1(x) =
0:5x2, whose time-derivative along any solution to the closed-loop system is given by _V1 =
xsatMm (¡kpx) (· 0), with the time index omitted for the sake of notation simpli¯cation.
The resulting boundedness of V1(x) along any solution to the controlled system yields the
stability of the point x = 0, whereas the convergence of _V1 to zero yields the convergence
of x to zero, i.e. the desired convergence property.
As for the second-order system, let us assume that a(¢; ¢) is positive constant. We note
that the control may then be written as u = satMm (¡(kpx+ g( _x))), with
g(s) =
kpjsjs
2a
+ satl(kvs) :
Therefore, g0(s) > minfkv; kplkvag > 0, 8s, with g0(s) denoting the (right) derivative of g at
s. Moreover, satMm (s)s > 0, 8s 6= 0. Consider the positive function
V2(x; _x) = kp _x
2
2
+
Z kpx+g( _x)
0
satMm (s)ds ;
whose time-derivative along any solution to the closed-loop system is given by
_V2 = ¡g0( _x)(satMm (¡(kpx+ g( _x))))2 · 0 :
The resulting boundedness of V2(x; _x) along any solution to the controlled system yields
the stability of the point (x; _x) = (0; 0). The convergence of _V2 to zero implies that
satMm (¡(kpx + g( _x))) tends to zero, and thus that kpx + g( _x) tends to zero. Therefore,
since j _xj is bounded, d
dt
(x2) + 2g( _x)
kp _x
_x2 tends to zero. Using the fact that g( _x)= _x > 0, this
in turn implies that x and _x tend to zero.
Remark 1 The function a de¯ned by (7), which is proposed to make the control (8) an
approximation of the TOC solution for any initial condition, is positive. It takes its values
in the interval comprised between ¡m and M . When jxj is not small, it is (almost) equal
to ¡m if x is negative, and (almost) equal to M if x is positive. This means that in
situations where the signs of possible initial values of x are the same (either all positive,
or all negative), one can choose a(x; ") constant and equal to either ¡m or M , depending
on the case, with no performance degradation. A situation of this type occurs with the
longitudinal headway car control problem which is addressed in the last part of the paper.
Lemma 2 The nonlinear proportional{derivative feedback control (8), with a(x; ") de¯ned
by (7) and 0 < " < min(¡m;M)=kp, globally asymptotically stabilizes (x; _x) = (0; 0) for
the second-order integrator system (5).
The proof of this lemma, being long and subtle, is given in Appendix -A.
We have seen so far that the controllers (4) and (8) are exponential stabilizers of the
origins of the ¯rst-order and second-order integrator systems respectively, that they are
continuous approximations of corresponding discontinuous TOCs, and that the approx-
imations are all the better (in terms of functional approximation) than kp is large and
" is small. As a matter of fact, these feedback controls are well-conditioned alterna-
tives to the original TOCs when it comes to simulate the solutions to the controlled
systems by using classical Runge-Kutta numerical integration packages. In practice, of
6course, the use of large control gains poses a number of well-known robustness problems
in relation to various implementation issues (modeling errors, control discretization, noise
measurement, etc.) so that the tuning of these gains is needed to reach an acceptable
performance/robustness compromise. Nevertheless, an important practical shortcoming
of these controllers is that they do not preserve the convergence to the desired equilibrium
as soon as a non-zero constant {or slowly varying, in practice{ additive perturbation acts
on the system. Adding an integral action to the control law is the common way to correct
this problem. In the next section, we propose a technique to complement the previously
derived P and PD controllers with such an action, by taking into account the bounds
imposed on the control magnitude, with the concerns of limiting wind-up e®ects and of
preserving the global asymptotic stability properties of the original controllers.
III. Integral action complementation
A. First-order system
We consider the ¯rst-order integrator with a complementary constant (unknown) per-
turbation input c
_x = u+ c : (9)
We further assume that the perturbation magnitude is not too large. More precisely, we
assume that jcj · ±c < minfM;¡mg, with the latter inequality ensuring that the problem
of global asymptotic stabilization of x = 0 has a solution despite the bounds imposed on
the control input. Rather than using a pure integrator of x in the control law, the authors
of [12] propose to use a \bounded" integral term z calculated as follows
_z = kz(¡z + sat±z(z + x)); jz(0)j < ±z ; (10)
with sat(¢) denoting the classical saturation function, and kz and ±z denoting positive
numbers. This relation indicates that we have a pure integrator _z = kzx as long as
jz + xj · ±z, and also that jz(t)j · ±z and j _z(t)j · 2kz±z, 8t ¸ 0. Therefore, by de¯ning
_zmax as the maximal value that j _z(t)j is allowed to take, one has
±z =
_zmax
2kz
; (11)
and it is possible to modify the magnitudes of z and _z at will via the choice of the
parameters _zmax and kz. We will see that the ¯rst of these parameters characterizes the
importance given to the integral action at the control level, whereas kz enters (in a simple
way) the calculation of the gains associated with the linear PI controller of which the
proposed nonlinear controller is a local approximation at (x; z) = (0; 0). Let us proceed
with the control design itself. A way to complement the nonlinear proportional feedback
(4) with an integral action consists in conceptually replacing the initial state x by the
modi¯ed state
¹x ´ x+ z ;
and determining a control which asymptotically stabilizes the augmented state (¹x; z) =
(0; 0) when c ´ 0. In this case, and with the above de¯nition of z, the augmented control
system writes as ½
_¹x = u+ v(¹x; z)
_z = v(¹x; z)
with
v(¹x; z) = kz(¡z + sat±z(¹x)) :
7The time-suboptimal feedback (4) can be considered to asymptotically stabilize ¹x = 0.
Setting
_zmax < minfM;¡mg ;
¹M ´M ¡ _zmax (> 0) ;
¹m ´ m+ _zmax (< 0) ;
(12)
this yields the feedback controller
u(¹x; z) = sat
¹M
¹m (¡kp ¹x)¡ v(¹x; z)
= sat
¹M
¹m (¡kp ¹x)¡ kz(¡z + sat±z(¹x))
(13)
which, by construction, takes its values in the interval [m;M ], and whose linear approx-
imation at (¹x; z) = (0; 0) is the linear PI controller u = ¡¹kpx ¡ ki
R
x with ¹kp = kp + kz
and ki = kpkz. The corresponding closed-loop poles are real negative and equal to ¡kp
and ¡kz respectively.
Lemma 3 The nonlinear PI feedback control (10{13) globally asymptotically stabilizes
(x; z) = (0; c=kp) for the perturbed augmented system (9{10), provided that 0 < _zmax <
minf¡m;Mg ¡ jcj and 0 < kz < kp _zmax2minf¡m;Mg .
Proof: De¯ne ¹x ´ ¹x¡ c=kp and ¹z ´ z¡ c=kp. The desired stability property is equivalent
to the global asymptotic stabilization of (¹x; ¹z) = (0; 0). From the system's equation and
control expression, using the fact that
satMm (x¡ ") + " = satM+"m+" (x) ;
one easily veri¯es that along any closed-loop solution
_¹x = sat
¹M+c
¹m+c (¡kp¹x) :
Using the condition upon _zmax one deduces that the time-derivative of ¹x
2 is negative
whenever ¹x 6= 0. This in turn implies that ¹x tends to zero and that ¹x = 0 is globally
asymptotically stable. Skipping technical arguments of minor importance, it remains to
show that ¹z = 0 is asymptotically stable on the zero dynamics de¯ned by ¹x = 0. From
(11), using the fact that the condition upon kz implies that ±z > jcj=kp, and thus that
sat±z(c=kp) = c=kp, the evolution of ¹z on this zero dynamics is given by _¹z = ¡kz¹z. The
desired property follows directly.
Choosing _zmax small does not impede the compensation of perturbations almost as
large as the control bounds, and also limits the degradation of the control in terms of
time-(sub)optimality. On the other hand, this imposes to use a small gain kz with the
risk of much penalizing the ultimate rate of convergence to the equilibrium. With these
general rules in mind, the tuning of these parameters will essentially depend on the speci¯c
conditions and requirements of the application.
B. Second-order system
We now consider the second-order integrator with a constant (unknown) perturbation
input c
Äx = u+ c : (14)
For the same reason as previously we assume that jcj · ±c < minfM;¡mg. In the case
of the ¯rst-order system, the relation (10) de¯nes the way the bounded integral term z
8is calculated and ensures that the absolute value of _z is uniformly bounded by a chosen
value. For the second-order system, it is useful {for reasons that will clearly appear further
in the paper{ to ensure that the second-time derivative of z is uniformly bounded by a
chosen value. We propose here to calculate z as follows
Äz = ¡kvz _z + satÄzmax=2(kpz(¡z + sat±z(z + x))) ; (15)
with Äzmax, ±z, kpz, and kvz denoting positive numbers, and with initial conditions such that
jz(0)j < ±z + Äzmax=(2k2vz) and j _z(0)j < Äzmax=(2kvz). One can verify (the proof is left as an
exercise to the interested reader) that, whatever the evolution of x(t), the absolute values
of z(t), _z(t), and Äz(t) are uniformly bounded by ±z + Äzmax=(2k
2
vz), Äzmax=(2kvz), and Äzmax
respectively. Away from saturation bounds, the evolution of z is given by Äz = ¡kvz _z+kpzx
whose solutions can be approximated by those of the ¯rst-order equation _z = (kpz=kvz)x
when j _xj is small. This latter equation points out the integral action embedded in (15).
Note also that, if x + z = 0 and jzj < Äzmax, then the evolution of z is given by the
autonomous second-order equation Äz + kvz _z + kpzz = 0. Therefore, on the zero dynamics
de¯ned by x + z = 0, the asymptotic exponential rate of convergence of z to zero is
proportional to ! =
p
kpz, whereas » = kvz=(2
p
kpz) is the damping factor (typically
chosen between 0.7 and 1). Let us proceed with the control design by extending the
method used for the ¯rst-order case. Using the same de¯nition of ¹x, i.e. ¹x ´ x + z, the
augmented control system, in the case where c ´ 0, now writes as½
Ä¹x = u+ v(¹x; z; _z)
Äz = v(¹x; z; _z)
with
v(¹x; z; _z) = ¡kvz _z + satÄzmax=2(kpz(¡z + sat±z(¹x))) : (16)
De¯ne
¹M ´M ¡ Äzmax (> 0) ; ¹m ´ m+ Äzmax (< 0) : (17)
Using the time sub-optimal PD controller (8) to asymptotically stabilize (¹x; _¹x) = (0; 0),
with ¹M and ¹m chosen as control bounds, yields the nonlinear PID feedback control
u(¹x; _¹x; z; _z) = sat
¹M
¹m
µ
¡kp
µ
¹x+
_¹xj _¹xj
2a(¹x; ")
¶
¡ satl(kv _¹x)
¶
¡ v(¹x; z; _z) (18)
with a(¹x; ") either positive constant or calculated according to (7) withM and m replaced
by ¹M and ¹m respectively. Since jv(¹x; z; _z)j < Äzmax along any solution to the controlled
system, this control takes its values in the interval [m;M ]. One easily veri¯es that the
linear approximation of the (augmented) closed-loop system at (¹x; _¹x; z; _z) = (0; 0; 0; 0) is½
Ä¹x = ¡kp¹x¡ kv _¹x
Äz = ¡kpzz ¡ kvz _z + kpz¹x
From these equations one can already deduce that the above controller is a (local) expo-
nential stabilizer of (¹x; _¹x; z; _z) = (0; 0; 0; 0), and thus also of (x; _x; z; _z) = (0; 0; 0; 0), when
c ´ 0. The following lemmas establish a stronger asymptotic stability property when the
perturbation c is not exceedingly large (to the point of rendering the stabilization problem
untractable).
9Lemma 4 With a(¢; ¢) chosen positive constant, the nonlinear PID feedback control (16{
18) globally asymptotically stabilizes (x; _x; z; _z) = (0; 0; c=kp; 0) for the perturbed aug-
mented system (14{15), provided that 0 < Äzmax < minfM;¡mg ¡ jcj and ±z > jcj=kp.
Proof: De¯ne ¹x ´ ¹x¡ c=kp. One easily veri¯es that along any solution to the controlled
system
Ä¹x = sat
¹M+c
¹m+c
Ã
¡kp
Ã
¹x+
_¹xj _¹xj
2a
!
¡ satl(¡kv _¹x)
!
:
From this equation and the condition imposed on Äzmax one deduces, via a minor adaptation
of the proof of Lemma 2, that (¹x; _¹x) = (0; 0) is globally asymptotically stable. It then
su±ces to work on the zero dynamics de¯ned by ¹x = 0, i.e. ¹x = c=kp, to prove the global
asymptotic stability of (z; _z) = (c=kp; 0). The technical arguments which justify the
previous statement rigorously are classical and omitted for the sake of concision. De¯ne
¹z = z ¡ c=kp. In view of (15), when ¹x = c=kp and ±z > jcj=kp, the evolution of ¹z is given
by
Ä¹z = ¡kvz _¹z + satÄzmax=2(¡kpz¹z) = ¡kvz _¹z ¡ h(¹z)¹z
with h(¹z) ´ ¡(1=¹z)satÄzmax=2(¡kpz¹z) (> 0; 8¹z). Consider the positive function V de¯ned
by V(¹z; _¹z) = 0:5 _¹z2+R ¹z
0
h(s)sds. Using the above equation of evolution of ¹z, the calculation
of the time-derivative of this function yields _V = ¡kvz _¹z2 (< 0; 8¹z 6= 0). The stability
of (¹z; _¹z) = (0; 0), which is equivalent to the stability of (z; _z) = (c=kp; 0), is a direct
consequence of the non-increasing of V(¹z; _¹z). As for the convergence issue, _V tends to
zero, and so does _¹z. From there, one shows that Ä¹z is uniformly continuous and thus,
by application of Barbalat's Lemma, that Ä¹z tends to zero. In view of the equation of
evolution of ¹z, the convergence of _¹z and Ä¹z to zero in turn implies that ¹z tends to zero.
Lemma 5 With a(¹x; ") calculated according to (7) with M and m respectively replaced by
¹M and ¹m (de¯ned by (17)), the nonlinear PID feedback control (16{18) globally asymp-
totically stabilizes (x; _x; z; _z) = (0; 0; c=kp; 0) for the perturbed augmented system (14{15),
provided that 0 < Äzmax < minfM;¡mg ¡ jcj, ±z > jcj=kp, and 0 < " < min(¡ ¹m; ¹M)¡jcjkp .
The proof of this lemma is given in Appendix -B.
A few words concerning the choice of the parameters ±z and Äzmax are in order. ±z should
be chosen larger than c=kp, as speci¯ed in the lemma, but not much larger in order to
avoid the possible occurrence of uselessly large values of z favoring large overshoots. As
for Äzmax, a compromise has to be found between a small value which minimizes the impor-
tance of the integral action, and thus also its negative e®ects (overshoot and performance
degradation in terms of time optimality, in particular), and a larger value which allows
for faster desaturation of the integral term z.
IV. Application to longitudinal headway car control
Alike other studies on this subject, the control design is here addressed by considering
a simple model of the car's dynamics with motorization and braking components schema-
tized to the extreme, the idea being to work out a rough sketch of solutions before going
to the stage of adaptation to an actual physical system. The problem statement and
modeling equations here considered are basically those of [3], with the noticeable excep-
tion of aerodynamic and other drag forces which are not modeled in this reference. We
indeed believe that it is important to take these forces into account from the beginning
because the intensity of their sum rapidly increases approximately like the square of the
10
vehicle' velocity until its reaches it maximal value, corresponding to the vehicle's maximal
velocity, when it exactly matches the maximal traction force produced by the vehicle's
engine. Let us brie°y recall the simpli¯ed longitudinal headway control problem that we
are addressing:
² the control variable u is the vehicle's acceleration/deceleration capacity. Assuming that
the maximal motor-traction force Fmotor and braking force Fbrake are constant and known,
together with the vehicle's mass, one has u 2 [m;M ] with m = ¡Fbrake
mass
and M = Fmotor
mass
.
² the longitudinal dynamics of the controlled vehicle is given by Newton's law
Äd = u¡ kdjvjv (19)
with d denoting the vehicle's abscissa along the road, measured from an arbitrary ¯xed
point, v = _d the vehicle's velocity, and kd the drag coe±cient related to the vehicle's
maximal velocity vmax by the relation
v2max =
M
kd
(20)
² the leading vehicle's abscissa and velocity are denoted as dr and vr respectively, and the
desired inter-distance between the two vehicles, here assumed constant and independent
of vr for the sake of simpli¯cation, is denoted as ¢r.
De¯ne x ´ d ¡ dr + ¢r, the control objective is to asymptotically stabilize x = 0 as
e±ciently as possible via the calculation of u. Combining the above model of the vehicle's
dynamics with the de¯nition of x yields the control system
Äx = u+ c( _x; vr; _vr) ;
with
c( _x; vr) ´ ¡kdj _x+ vrj( _x+ vr)¡ _vr :
Although the perturbation c is not constant in this case, it should tend to the constant
value ¡kdjvrjvr when the leader's velocity vr is constant. If vr varies slowly, it should also
vary slowly. This intuitively justi¯es the idea of applying the nonlinear PID controller
(16)-(18) of the previous section.
The simulation results reported below have been performed by assuming that the inter-
distance d¡dr and the di®erence of velocities v¡vr between the two vehicles are (precisely)
measured on-line, so that x and _x are also measured and can be used directly in the control
calculation. In practice, the measurement of the inter-distance can be obtained by using
various optical devices (cameras, laser range-¯nders, etc.), but its time-derivative often
has to be estimated. Such an estimator is proposed at the end of this section.
For the simulations, we have used the function a given by (7) with M and m replaced by
¹M and ¹m respectively, and the various parameters involved in the system's dynamics and
control calculation have been chosen as follows
² Control bounds: M = 3m=s2, m = ¡9m=s2
² Drag coe±cient and maximal velocity: kd = 1:875£10¡3m¡1, vmax =
p
M=kd = 40m=s
² Control gains and other parameters: kp = kpz = 2, kv = kvz = 2
p
kp, " = 1, l = 20,
Äzmax = 0:1, ±z = (M ¡ Äzmax)=kp = 1:45. Larger control gains kp and kv would allow for a
better approximation of the TOC solution, but would render the control more sensitive
to measurement noise and data-acquisition/computation delays.
Moreover, knowing that the integral correction term z is useful only when the error x is
not too large, we have modi¯ed the calculation of z, initially given by (15), as follows
Äz = ¡kvz _z + satÄzmax=2(kpz(¡z + sat±z(z+x bellº;s(x)))) ; (21)
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with
bellº;s(x) ´ tanh((x+ º)=s) + tanh((¡x+ º)=s)
2tanh(º=s)
:
a bell-shaped symmetric function with a peak value equal to one at x = 0 and which tends
to zero when jxj tends to in¯nity. The parameter º characterizes the width of the bell,
i.e. the size of the interval in which the contribution of x to the calculation and evolution
of z is the most important, whereas s characterizes the steepness of the bell's sides. For
the reported simulations we have chosen º = 10 and s = 1. One easily veri¯es that this
modi¯cation only changes the function h in the proof of Lemma 4 without a®ecting its
positivity property on which the result relies.
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The results shown in the ¯gures correspond to three situations involving three dis-
tinct leader's velocities (vr = 0; 20; 35m=s). The initial inter-distance error is equal to
100 meters in all cases, and the follower's velocity is initially equal to the leader's veloc-
ity. The simulation ¯gures show the time-evolution of i) the inter-distance (Fig. 1 and
2), ii) the di®erence of velocities between the follower and the leader (Fig. 3), iii) the
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control intensity (Fig. 4), and iv) the correction integral term (Fig. 5). They illustrate
important performance di®erences between the proposed nonlinear PID controller and a
(saturated) classical linear PID controller. In particular, the latter would yield important
overshoots and several ine®ective control-sign changes. One can also observe the consis-
tency and robustness of the system's response for di®erent velocities that involve a large
spectrum of drag forces, and the quasi absence of overshoot in all situations, despite the
integral correction term which allows for the convergence of tracking error to zero. We
also note that for large values of jxj the sign of x is always negative. This is coherent with
the context of the application according to which the control is used to \catch up" with
the leader, prior to stabilizing the inter-distance distance at zero. Therefore, as pointed
out in a previous remark, the control can be implemented with a constant and equal to
¡ ¹m without a signi¯cant change in performance. However, in this latter case the control
would not be optimal for (large) positive initial values of x {a virtual possibility, since it
means that the leader is initially (far) behind the follower.
For the sake of completeness, let us mention that an on-line estimation ¢v of _x based
on the measurement of the inter-distance x is obtained by considering the model Äx = u+c
{with c denoting a constant but unknown perturbation{ for which a state estimator is
given by 8<:
_¢v = k1(x¡ x^)¡ k2w + u
_w = ¡k3(x¡ x^)
_^x = ¢v + k4(x¡ x^)
(22)
with ki (i = 1; : : : ; 4) denoting positive numbers. One easily veri¯es that the characteristic
polynomial associated with the estimation-error model is P (¸) = ¸3 + k4¸
2 + k1¸+ k2k3.
Therefore, the transient performance of the estimator can be tuned via the choice of
these coe±cients, in relation to the poles of the linear approximation of the controlled
system near the desired equilibrium. For instance, by setting k4 = 3!, k1 = 3!
2, and
k2k3 = !
3, with ! > 0, the three roots of the characteristic polynomial are real and
equal to ¡!. Then, the larger !, the faster the estimation convergence rate, and the
smaller the estimation error when the inter-distance velocity is not constant. However, in
practice, the size of ! is limited by common high-gain sensitivity to noise/delay e®ects.
Simulations that we have performed with ! = 2 and k3 = 1, and by using ¢v instead of
_x in the control expression, did not show a signi¯cant di®erence with the case where _x is
directly measured.
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Appendix
A. Proof of Lemma 2
The closed-loop system writes
Äx = satMm (¡kpx¡ g( _x; x)) ; (23)
with g( _x; x) = kp _xj _xj
2a(x;")
+ satl(kv _x) : First, one easily veri¯es the following facts:
F.1) sign(g( _x; x)) = sign( _x) ;
F.2) ¢ ´ min(¡m;M) · a(x; ") · max(¡m;M) ;
F.3) jxj > ") @a
@x
(x; ") = @g
@x
( _x; x) = 0 :
Then, let us prove the following properties
Property 1 The solution (x(t); _x(t)) to the closed-loop system (23) are uniformly bounded
w.r.t. initial conditions and uniformly continuous.
Property 2 If _x does not converge to zero, then 8t0, 8e > 0, 9t > t0 such that jx(t)j >
¢=kp ¡ e.
Proof of Properties 1 and 2: Consider the following positive function
U(x; _x) = ¡ 1
kp
Z kpx
0
satMm (¡s)ds+
_x2
2
; (24)
whose time-derivative along any solution to (23) is given by
_U = ¡ _xsatMm (¡kpx) + _xsatMm (¡kpx¡ g( _x; x)) : (25)
Now, we will prove that _U · 0;8(x; _x), by considering the following cases and using Fact
F.1:
i) Case _xx = 0 : One has _U = 0 if _x = 0, and _U = _xsatMm (¡g( _x; x)) · 0 if x = 0.
ii) Case _xx > 0 : One veri¯es that jkpx + g( _x; x)j ¸ jkpxj and sign(kpx + g( _x; x)) =
sign( _x). As a consequence, one has _xsatMm (¡kpx¡ g( _x; x)) · _xsatMm (¡kpx) or equiv-
alently _U · 0.
iii) Case _xx < 0 and sign(kpx + g( _x; x)) 6= sign(x) : It is straightforward to verify that
¡ _xsatMm (¡kpx) < 0 and _xsatMm (¡kpx¡ g( _x; x)) · 0, and subsequently _U < 0.
iv) Case _xx < 0 and sign(kpx+g( _x; x)) = sign(x) : One veri¯es that ¡ _xsatMm (¡kpx) < 0
and _xsatMm (¡kpx¡ g( _x; x)) > 0. Besides, one also veri¯es that jkpx+ g( _x; x)j < jkpxj
which implies that j _xsatMm (¡kpx ¡ g( _x; x))j < j _xsatMm (¡kpx)j. Subsequently, one
deduces _U < 0.
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The fact that _U · 0 implies that U is non-increasing. Thus, x and _x are uniformly
bounded w.r.t. initial conditions. The boundedness of _x implies that x is uniformly
continuous. It also results from the boundedness of x and _x that Äx is itself bounded, and
thus that _x is uniformly continuous (end of proof of Property 1).
Now, let us prove Property 2 by contradiction. Assume that there exist t0 > 0 and e > 0
such that jx(t)j · ¢=kp¡e;8t ¸ t0. Then, satMm (¡kpx(t)) = ¡kpx(t) and satMm (¡kpx(t)¡
g( _x(t); x(t))) = ¡kpx(t) ¡ ¸(t)g( _x(t); x(t)), with 0 < (kpe)= supt¸0 g( _x(t); x(t)) · ¸(t) ·
1; 8t ¸ t0. Therefore,
_U(t) · ¡¸(t) _x(t)g( _x(t); x(t)) · ¡¸(t) kp
2max(¡m;M) j _x(t)j
3 · 0;8t ¸ t0 :
This inequality, combined with the positivity of U(t), in turn implies that _U(t) and thus
_x(t) converges to zero. Property 2 is a direct consequence of the resulting contradiction
(end of proof of Property 2).
Property 3 8t0, 9t > t0 such that jx(t)j · ".
Proof of Property 3: Consider the positive function
V(x; _x) = 1
kp
Z kpx+g( _x)
0
satMm (s)ds+
_x2
2
;
and consider a solution (x(t); _x(t)) to (23). Assume that jx(t)j > " for all t larger than
some time instant t0. Then, in view of Fact F.3 one has 8t > t0
_V(t) = ¡@g
@ _x
( _x(t); x(t))(satMm (¡kpx(t)¡ g( _x(t); x(t))))2 ;
with @g@ _x( _x(t); x(t)) > minfkv; kplkvmax(¡m;M)g > 0. Therefore, _V(t) is non-positive and
converges to zero. This in turn implies that kpx(t)+g( _x(t); x(t)) converges to zero. Then,
similarly to the proof of Lemma 1 one deduces that x(t) and _x(t) also converge to zero.
Property 3 is a direct consequence of the resulting contradiction (end of proof of Property
3).
Now, let us prove Lemma 2. The stability of (x; _x) = (0; 0) results from the already
proven boundedness of U de¯ned by (24) w.r.t. initial conditions. It thus remains to
prove that any solution (x(t); _x(t)) to (23) converges to (0; 0). Pick any positive number
e smaller than (¢=kp ¡ ")=2, i.e. 0 < e < (¢=kp ¡ ")=2. Let us assume that _x does not
converges to zero. Then, Properties 2 and 3 ensure the existence of a sequence of time
interval Si ´ [ti;1; ti;2], with i 2 N, such that
² ti;1 < ti;2 < ti+1;1 ;
² x(ti;1) = §" ;
² x(ti;2) = §(¢=kp ¡ e) ;
² 8t 2 [ti;1; ti;2] : jx(t)j · ¢=kp ¡ e :
Note that the existence of this sequence and the fact that _x is bounded also implies that ti;1
tends to in¯nity with i. It is also important to remark that if _x does not converges to zero,
then any solution to (23) enters regularly (in¯nitely of time) the domain jxj · ¢=kp ¡ e
and remains in this domain for a strictly positive amount of time.
Property 4 If _x does not converge to zero, then 9"v > 0, such that 8i 2 N, 8t 2 [ti;1; ti;2]
one has j _x(t)j ¸ "v.
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Proof of Property 4: Assume that there exists i 2 N and ti;3 2 [ti;1; ti;2] such that j _x(ti;3)j <
"v :=
p
e(2¢¡ kpe), then
U(ti;3) = ¡ 1
kp
Z kpx(ti;3)
0
satMm (¡s)ds+
_x(ti;3)
2
2
=
1
kp
Z kpx(ti;3)
0
sds+
_x(ti;3)
2
2
<
kp
2
(
¢
kp
¡ e)2 + e(2¢¡ kpe)
2
=
¢2
2kp
= ¡ 1
kp
Z ¢
0
satMm (¡s)ds :
This strict inequality implies the existence of some constant ¹e > 0 such that
U(ti;3) · ¡ 1
kp
Z ¢¡kp¹e
0
satMm (¡s)ds :
Since U(t) is non-increasing, 8t ¸ ti;3 one has
¡ 1
kp
Z kpx(t)
0
satMm (¡s)ds · U(t) · U(ti;3) · ¡
1
kp
Z ¢¡kp¹e
0
satMm (¡s)ds :
Therefore, jx(t)j < ¢=kp¡ ¹e, 8t ¸ ti;3. The resulting contradiction with Property 2 yields
Property 4 (end of proof of Property 4).
Now, using Property 4, one has 8t 2 [ti;1; ti;2]
_U(t) = ¡ _x(t)satMm (¡kpx(t)) + _x(t)satMm (¡kpx(t)¡ g( _x(t); x(t)))
= kp _x(t)x(t) + _x(t)
³
¡kpx(t) + satM+kpx(t)m+kpx(t) (¡g( _x(t); x(t)))
´
= _x(t)sat
M+kpx(t)
m+kpx(t)
(¡g( _x(t); x(t))) :
Then, using the fact that
m+ kpx(t) · ¡¢+ kpx(t) < ¡kpe < kpe < ¢+ kpx(t) < M + kpx(t) ;
one ensures that, 8t 2 [ti;1; ti;2],
_U(t) · ¡ _x(t)satkpe(g( _x(t); x(t))) · °"2v ; (26)
for some positive constant °. Moreover, each time interval (ti;2¡ ti;1) is larger than some
positive constant ±, due to the boundedness of _x. Therefore, using (26) and the fact that
U in non-increasing one deduces that
U(+1) · U(0)¡
+1X
i=0
±°"2v = ¡1 ;
which contradicts with the fact that U is a positive function.
One deduces from this contradiction that the initial assumption according to which _x
does not converge to zero is not true. Therefore, _x tends to zero. By Barbalat's lemma, Äx
also tends to zero, since _x is uniformly continuous. Finally, in view of (23) the convergence
of _x and Äx to zero is possible only if x tends to zero.
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B. Proof of Lemma 5
De¯ne ¹x ´ ¹x¡ c=kp. One veri¯es that along any solution to the controlled system
Ä¹x = sat
¹M+c
¹m+c
³
¡kp¹x¡ g( _¹x; ¹x)
´
; (27)
with
g( _¹x; ¹x) =
kp _¹xj _¹xj
2a(¹x; ")
+ satl(¡kv _¹x) ;
and
a(¹x; ") =
¹M ¡ ¹m
2
¡
¹M + ¹m
2
sat1
µ
¹x+ c=kp
"
¶
:
From here the proof proceeds similarly to the proof of Lemma 2 to deduce that ¹x and _¹x
tend to zero. For instance, Facts F.1{F.3 (in the proof of Lemma 2) can be modi¯ed as
F.1) sign(g( _¹x; ¹x)) = sign( _¹x) ;
F.2) ¢ ´ min(¡ ¹m; ¹M) · a(¹x; ") · max(¡ ¹m; ¹M) ;
F.3) If ¹x > "¡ c=kp or ¹x < ¡"¡ c=kp, then @a@¹x(¹x; ") = @g@¹x( _¹x; ¹x)) = 0 :
Properties 1 and 2 still hold with x and _x replaced by ¹x and _¹x respectively, and system
(23) replaced by (27). Note that the positive function U de¯ned by (24) is used for the
proof of these properties, where x and _x are replaced by ¹x and _¹x respectively, and m and
M are replaced by ¹m and ¹M respectively. Besides, as a consequence of Fact F.3, Property
3 can be restated as:
(P3) : 8t0; 9t > t0 s:t: ¡ "¡ c=kp · ¹x(t) · "¡ c=kp:
Then, the proof of convergence of (¹x; _¹x) to zero follows the same line as the proof of
Lemma 2. Pick any positive number e smaller than 1
2
³
¢¡jcj
kp
¡ "
´
. Note that conditions
on Äzmax and " ensure the existence of such a number e. Let us assume that _¹x does not
converges to zero. Then, Properties 2 and 3 ensure the existence of a sequence of time
interval Si ´ [ti;1; ti;2], with i 2 N, such that
² ti;1 < ti;2 < ti+1;1 ;
² x(ti;1) equal to either "¡ c=kp or ¡"¡ c=kp ;
² x(ti;2) = §(¢=kp ¡ e) ;
² 8t 2 [ti;1; ti;2] : jx(t)j · ¢=kp ¡ e :
Note that the condition on e ensures that
¡
µ
¢
kp
¡ e
¶
< ¡"¡ c
kp
< "¡ c
kp
<
¢
kp
¡ e ;
which is important to ensure the validity of the fourth property of the sequence of time
interval Si. This in turn ensures that Property 4, with _x replaced by _¹x, is still valid.
From here, one proceeds exactly like the proof of Lemma 2 to ¯nd a contradiction
on the assumption that _¹x does not converges to zero, and deduce, subsequently, that
(¹x; _¹x) = (0; 0) is globally asymptotically stable. From here, the proof of global stability
of (x; _x; z; _z) = (0; 0; 0; 0) follows the same line as the proof of Lemma 4.
